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The American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO) is well-known for its 

numerous Guidelines (often misrepresented as "standards" or "laws/regulations") on the design of 

highways and bridges. One such guideline is the Guide Specifications for Design of Pedestrian Bridges. 

Because a common reuse of historic highway bridges is to convert them for use as a pedestrian-only 

bridge, these guidelines are often referred to by owners and engineers for projects involving such 

conversions of historic bridges. Of particular importance to historic bridge preservationists is the 

recommended live load for pedestrian bridges. Previously recommended at 85 pounds per square foot 

(psf), since 2009 this has been raised to 90psf. As the term implies, this means that every square foot of 

the deck would need to have 90 pounds of weight being applied. Do the math, and a rather surprising 

result may be realized for some historic bridges: a vehicular bridge that has a posted weight limit high 

enough to allow truck traffic may be seen as insufficient for pedestrian use under these guidelines.  

This may lead to another question: just how many people do you have to pack onto a bridge to get 

90psf? The answer to this question is equally staggering, and is best illustrated visually as seen in the 

photos here. A live load of 90 psf essentially means people have to be packed onto a bridge like 

sardines! This would be far more than the average amount of people found on the very busy Brooklyn 

Bridge walkway in New York City. This loading would typically only be achieved on a pedestrian bridge 

during extraordinary or special events such as a fireworks show on a river, or a record-breaking flood 

that brings spectators out. In fact, people would need to be squeezed close enough that unless it was a 

special event, most people would consider it an invasion of their "personal space." Looking at 

visualizations of a 90psf loading, and cross referencing it with Edward T. Hall's diagram of "interpersonal 

distances of man" people would be in the areas of space defined as "personal" and "intimate." In other 

words, people using a bridge under typical circumstances would not even want to be this close to one 

another. 



The vast majority of historic bridges preserved for pedestrian uses in parks and on trails are in locations 

that either will never experience this volume of people at any single time, or if they do, would be events 

that would be monitored by police or other authorities who could control the number of people on the 

bridge.   

Certainly safety should always be a top priority for bridges, and it also makes sense to make sure a 

bridge can handle an amount of pedestrians that is above typical expected conditions. However, for 

many historic bridges in small towns, on bike paths, in parks, and other areas where gatherings of with 

people packed shoulder-to-shoulder on the bridge are unlikely, a historic bridge that offers less than 

90psf may still offer a reasonable safety margin for local conditions. For many historic bridges, 90 psf is 

so far beyond what the bridge will ever experience, that it simply makes little sense to forego 

preservation and reuse of a historic bridge because it is offering less than 90psf, or spending large 

amounts of money strengthening a historic bridge to meet this loading.   

Many highway bridges open to traffic (including many historic bridges) do not meet current AASHTO 

Guidelines for highway bridge design. Many highway bridges open to traffic may not offer a load 

capacity equivalent to full legal loads. The solution for such highway bridges has always been to post a 

weight limit which all vehicles are required to obey (or face fines and other consequences). This 

approach has never become commonplace for pedestrian bridges however. One idea to consider is 

whether a historic pedestrian bridge not meeting a desired psf loading could have an "occupancy limit" 

similar to those found in public buildings. Signs could be posted at the ends of the bridge. Much like 

occupancy limits in restaurants and other buildings, it is unlikely that such limits would ever be reached 

during normal use, but would help provide guidance for local law authorities to enforce the set capacity 

of the bridge during special events. 

 

Taken from the AASHTO Guide Specifications, this is a photographic representation of 50 psf. Based on 

the photo, this looks similar to a group of people on a guided tour, a typical group loading, or perhaps a 

queue of people at a street crossing in a large city. 

 



 

 

Taken from the AASHTO Guide Specifications, this is a photographic representation of 100 psf. Based on 

the photo, this looks similar to a group of people at a rock concert, or other special event. 

 

Taken from the AASHTO Guide Specifications, this is a photographic representation of 150 psf. Based on 

the photo, these people appear squeezed so tightly together it is hard to imagine this occurring in 

anything other than an emergency evacuation or an emergency/panic situation at a major public event. 



 

Compare the previous photos showing psf loading to this graphic depiction of a typical "personal space 

bubble."  



 

Cowley Bridge, Lincoln County, Tennessee – This 1870s bowstring might not meet 90psf loading without 

substantial alteration and strengthening. However, the bridge is located in a rural location, about six 

miles from the nearest city which has a population of only 7,000 people. If preserved in place for 

pedestrian use, it is unlikely it would ever see a live load even close to 90psf.  



 

Blue Bridge, Grand Rapids, Michigan – Located in the heart of a city with a population of 190,000 (and a 

metro population of around 1,000,000) this bridge, which is also a prime viewing location for city 

fireworks shows, is a good example of a bridge for which a 90psf loading makes sense. In this photo, 

people are gathering on the bridge for a fireworks show, and appear to be in the 50-90 psf range. 

 

 

 


